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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem 
The object of this study is to: 
(1.) construct an inventory test to be used in determin-
ing the understandings and arithmetical concepts 
known by children entering the second grade of the 
Peabody School in Wilmington, North Carolina. 
(2) evaluate the results to be used in helping the 
teachers plan an arithmetic program adapted to the 
needs of each child in the classrooms. 
2. Justification of the Study 
The arithmetic program in the primary grades 
in North Carolina follows no set pattern. All 
schools have same instruction on first and second 
grade level, but the kind and amount of instruc-
tion are largely determined by the local unit and 
the teacher. Formal content instruction begins 
in the third grade. The first grade teacher is 
to do no more than prepare the child for the 
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second grade by building a background of number 
experiences through incidental learnings. Since 
the work in the first grade is incidental, the 
outcomes are general, consisting chiefly of 
pleasant attitudes. The second grade teacher 
is to increase the child's understanding ~nd use 
of numbers and to help the child gain mastery 
in certain concepts and skills. 
As an outgrowth of the in-service training 
program of 1955-56, the elementary teachers and 
supervisory staff of Wilmington City, and New 
Hanover County Schools, ·of Wilmington, North 
Carolina, prepared an Elementary Grade Guide to 
be used with promotion standards for their 
elementary schools. This guide was planned to 
help teachers get a grade to grade picture of 
the amount.of material to be covered. 
It is the plan of the supervisory department 
to have a special-~comm.it.tee revise, delete, and 
add where needed each year, until a standard, 
accepted by all, is established. Since the 
standards have not been perfected it is necessary 
to evaluate the program. It is important that 
the teacher have at the beginning of the year, 
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some available means of determining the general 
level of achievement of the pupils, as well as, 
the specific needs for further instruction. 
Evaluation is impossible in the absence of 
some kind of measurement. Measurements set forth 
different standards for different individuals. 
There are various methods that can be used for 
evaluation purposes; check lists, standardized 
tests, and others. An informal inventory test 
is an instrument that can be used to great ad-
vantage as it reveals the extent of mastery of 
certain objectives set forth in the study guides, 
as well as gives the teacher a basis for planning 
the arithmetic program to meet the needs of all 
the pupils. 
The wise teacher knows that one pattern of 
teaching will not work equally well with all the 
children. The differences in readiness and 
interests, as well as the differences in abilities, 
should be recognized and provisions should be 
made to take care of them. 
3. Scope of the Study 
An inventory test in arithmetic was developed 
and administered ;at · t h .e2 beginning of the school 
3 
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term, to 206 second grade pupils in a southern 
city school on October 8, 1956~ The test was 
used. at the beginning of the term to determine 
the pupil's arithmetical background. The test 
items were based on the suggested objectives 
for grade I and grade II as outlined in the 
State of North Carolina Bulletin-Arithmetic 
1-12, 1950; paralleled by the Elementary Grade 
Guide for promotion Standards prepared by the 
Elementary Teachers and Supervisary staff of 
Wilmington City and New Hanover County Schools, 
Schools, Wilmington, North Carolina, 1955-56. 
The test was given by the teacher in each 
of the six classes. The children attended 
Wilmington City or County School the previous 
year, with the exception of a few who entered 
from other communities or states. 
From the school records the following in-
formation was obtained: 
1. Intelligence Quotient -- from the 
Otis Quick Scoring Form A administered 
in November 1955. 
2. Chronological age, on entering school. 
The test results were evaluated and inter-
preted in terms of arithmetic achievement of the 
I 
I 
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group. Percent of correct responses was found 
for each item in the test. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
1. Place of Number in the Primary Grades 
One of the problems of the arithmetic program is what 
to do in the primary grades. Would it be better to defer 
the teaching of arithmetic until children are more mature, 
or would it be better to begin in the first grades? If 
something is to be done in the primary grades, what should 
be the nature of the program? The traditional practice 
had been to begin the formal teaching of arithmetic with 
the text books in the third grade. 
Within the past few years, considerable modification 
has been made of this practice and numerous schools now 
have a very definite program ;or the teaching of arith-
metic in the first and second grades. Lack of unity may 
be detected in reg~~ to allocation of the topics or 
areas, but the underlying principles upon which meaningful 
arithmetic programs are built are fundamentally the same. 
1/ 
Morton- writes that: 
"Many teachers have heard and read so often, 
that there will be no formal work in arithmetic 
lJR.L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary 
Silver Burdett Company, 1937, p. 13. 
-6--
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in the first and second grades, that they think little 
about the need for developing number concepts. They 
may even consciously avoid such opportunities when 
they see them." 
In. summarizing hi.$ defense for initiating instruction 
. 1/ 
in grade one, Brownell- states: 
"The policy of starting arithmetic in grade one 
has other support than that of tradition. If we 
want primary pupils to live fully and richly as an 
end in itself, and if we want them to ground their 
later learning of arithmetic on meanings and: basic 
understandings, systematic instruction in grades one 
and two is justified. More than that it is demanded." 
In considering the question whether arithmetic should 
2/ 
be taught in the first grade, Morton- points out that it 
can be answered best in terms of social criteria·,;.. He 
furthex· stateS. that, there is no doubt that the normal 
first grade child can learn arithmetic and that the program 
should be designed to meet his needs. He emphasized that 
if a child has need for some phase of arithmetic and has 
not the maturity to understand it, then that phase of 
arithmetic must be postponed. 
3/ 
Bxueckner- in his discussion as to what should form 
the ba~ds for an effective arithmetic program in the 
3/Leo .:r. Brueckner and Foster E. Grosnickle, How to Make 
Arithmetic Meaningful. Philadelphia, J.C. Winston Co. 1947, 
p. 60. 
;j 
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primary grades states: 
"Arithmetic instruction in the primary grades 
should proceed on a systematic, planned basis. From 
the beginning, the children should participate under 
teacher-guidance in well selected activities which 
will show them how arithmetic functions in their 
daily lives. In these experiences the work should 
be so conducte.d that the mathematical and the social 
phase of arithmetic are both fully developed. In 
the beginning, simple situations involving counting, 
reading numbers and measuring should be used. These 
should be extended gradually to include activities 
involving more difficult applications and more ad-
vanced steps. Emphasis should be placed on meanings 
and understandings, rather than on development of 
skill thro17h formal systematic drill." 
Buckingham- emphasized that the time to begin teaching 
arithmetic is when the child is ready and has use for the 
subject. His conclusion is that: 
"In our search for an answer to the question when 
to begin arithmetic, we are confronted by two pertinent 
facts, that the child upon entering grade one is ready 
for arithmetic; and secondly, that he is already using 
it to serve his own purposes and will continue to do so 
independent of any action by the school. Arithmetic 
has a social utility for him. It enables him more 
fully to satisfy his normal purposes." 
Conclusive evidence to justify the teaching of arith-
2l 
metic in grade one is further presented by Brownell- who 
states that a summary of investigations show that primary 
grade children are capable of profiting from systematic 
1/B.R. Buckingham, 'When to Begin Teaching Arithmetic," 
· ~ildhood Education, XI (May 1935) p. 342. 
2/W.A. Brownell, "Readiness and the Arithmetic Curriculum," 
Elementary School Journal, XXXVIII (Jan. 1938) p. 354. 
·q 
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instruction in arithmetic. 
A knowledge of the childts status at the outset, as 
1/ 
Spitzer and Douglass- point out, protects the teacher 
from both errors: "Teaching over their headsn and wasteful 
reteaching. 
. 2/ 3/ 
Studies by Gunderson- and Brownell- supply evidence 
that pupils in grades one and two can and do learn arith-
metic in a program which provided systematic and sequential 
work with numbers. Gunderson made an inventory of the 
number ideas of a group of 17 pupils at the completion of 
the first half of the second grade. These pupils had been 
taught arithmetic for a period of about 20 minutes each 
day in a planned program. The work was with concrete and 
semi-concrete materials. Although the program of instruc-
tion was planned, there was no drill in abstract number 
facts. The inventory was taken during the arithmetic 
period. The list showed that the pupils had many varied 
!/Herbert Spitzer and Hart Douglass, "The Importance of 
Teaching for Understanding," Forty-fifth Yearbook of 
National Society for the Study of~ducation. Part I. 
Chicago: (Chicago University Press 1946) pp. 7-26. 
2/Agnes G. Gunderson, "Number Concepts Held by Seven Year 
Olds," The Mathematic Teacher 33:18 (Jan. 1940) 18-24. 
3/W.A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning," Sixteenth 
Yearbook of National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 
(New York: Bureau of Publications Teachers College, 
Columbia Univ. 1941) p. 245. 
9 
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ideas about those numbers which their experiences had made 
meaningful for them. The research entailed in connection 
with the place of arithmetic in the primary grades points 
up the n::e. a"L::£ cj,_r a. syst~matic, organized plan for 
developing number meaning. 
2. Readiness Program 
Several studies cited previously have shown that by 
the time children enter the first grade they have acquired 
many nt.wber concepts through first hand experiences. The 
degree of learning attached to these concepts will vary 
with the individual child, depending upon his mental 
maturity, parental direct instruction, ass.ociation with 
other c~hildren, and the type of opportunities he has had 
for acquiring knowledge. It is then necessary that the 
teacher know the experience background of every child in 
il 
I 
II her classroom, so that she can adapt the learning situation 
1 and the instruction to the child's level of comprehension 
to insure his understanding of the new work. 
o:t:ten the new work is an extension of the old ideas, 
principles and relationships. Arithmetic can be made 
less difficult for children if we recognize that the child 
does not learn any new arithmetic process or idea com-
pletely in one grade. The arithmetic program must be 
based upon the principles of growth. It must be so 
10 
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organized that the pupil gains a richer understanding as 
he proceeds from grade to grade. At any grade level, some 
children have only partially grasped the ideas and skills 
of the previous grade. These children are not ready to 
go to higher levels of understandings and skills. 
A general readiness for arithmetic is not established. 
It is :readiness for learninf/a specific topic in arithmetic 
which :i.s developed. Wood~.T- sunnnarizes the point in his 
definition of education readiness as: 
"The preparation which the teacher consciously 
makes in getting the children ready to learn the 
things to be taught." 2l ' 
Sueltz-- stated: 
"Readiness in arithmetic is the stage in a 
child's development when it is opportune time for 
h:i.m to proceed into a new experience or phase of 
learning. Readiness is really an integral part 
of modern education. It involves physical, emo-
tional, social and mental development. Experience, 
b:r~oadly conceived is an important factor in readi-
ness for arithmetic. u ' 
3/ 
Ke>enkner- analyzed the research studies concerning 
young c~hildren 's readiness for arithmetic, their need for 
1/Clifford Wo9dy, "A General Educators Look at Arithmetic 
Readiness," The Mathematic Teacher Vol. 30, pp. 314-321, 
Novemberm7 •.. 
2/Ben A. Sueltz,'~rithmetic Readiness~ What is it, How is 
'Achieved?" New York State Educa~ion, 37: April 1950, p. 514. 
3/R.H. Koenkner, "Arithmetic Readiness in the Primary 
Grades~ 11 Arithmetic, 1949, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press) 26-33. 
I 
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and interest in arithmetic. After examining the evidence, 
he concluded that children can profit from a well organized 
number readiness program at the kindergarten and first grade 
levels. 
1/ 
Stokes- s.tates that: 
"Readiness is a basic n;rerERciicsite for learning. 
The establishment of concepts and meanings continuously 
and progressively, as the child matures and moves 
ax·ithmetic readiness. Readiness assumes that the 
I 
forward in the study of numbers is what is known as j 
child' s mode of thinking becomes more refined as each 11 
step is taken and that he has sufficient experience to 
qualify him to act in more mature and systematic ways. 
It also implies that at his l~yel he has the ability 
to' intecyret or recognize his experience. 11 
2/ 
Sueltz- believed that experience led to readiness and 
readiness led to further experience in learning. Because th 
experiences of children were so varied, their readiness to 
proceed with arithmetic was also varied. For this reason 
the school, he thought, had ·to resume the responsibility 
for pre~viding meaningful experiences with numbers and 
measurE!ments to build arithmetic readiness in the children. 
Since all individuals respond to any new situation in ac-
cordance with past experiences. He concluded, .~.~Horizons 
must be broadened before real learning takes place." 
1/C.Newton Stokes, Teaching the Meaning of Arithmetic. 
Appleton-Century Crofts Company 1951, p. 34. 
2/Sueltz, op. cit., p. 153. 
12 
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1/ 
BJ:ueckner- and Grossnickle are of the opinion that 
every teacher should discover the knowledge possessed by 
each new pupil and then adapt the arithmetic to the pupil 1 s 
level of development. 'Flte~~a~: 
"Pupils do not learn at the same rate, nor do 
they learn the same body of information from any 
single experience. It is desirable that every 
ej:fort be made to adapt the rate of progress of the 
class to the ability of the pupils. To this it is 
necessary that th~ teacher have information con-
cE~rning the pupil's level of mental development 
and reliable information as to his readiness to 
undertake the work on the new step or process, in-
cluding not only his ability in basic skills essen-
tial to the process to be presented, but also his 
understanding of the.concepts involved." 
21 
In relation to readiness, Wilson- observes that: 
Number in its beginning is on the same basis as language 
and social activity; it comes with the normal development 
that results from experience. 
Since experience seems to be the keynote in the 
development of readiness for arithmetic, it may be well at 
3/ 
this ti.me to quote Gray- who says, "We cannot rely upon 
ii II 
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previous experiences alone to develop adequate foundations 
upon which to build understandings of arithmetic. We must I 
supplen1ent past experience in school." \ 
1/Leo Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, Makin! Arithmetic! 
Meaningful. Philadelphia, John C. Winston Co. 19 9, p. 78. 
2/Guy N. Wilson, Teaching the New Arithmetic, McGraw-Hill coJ 
Inc., New York, 1951 p. 1. J 
3/Merle Gray, 'bn Teaching Arithmetic," Childhood Arithmetic 1, 
Z6: Feb. 1947, p. 242. . 
I 
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1/ 
Burton- says: 
"Readiness is the pedegogical counterpart, so I 
as to speak, of maturation but includes social and . 
intellectual maturity as well. That is, we say, at 
1
1 
a certain time the child is ready to read, ready j 
for formal arithmetic. His physical and neurological 
maturity and his experilent:al background are such 1 
that he can read, can abstract arithmetic if the 
situation arose which demanded such things." 
Nu~ber experienceZ/confronting twelve three year olds 
were observed by Clark- during morning sessions for four 
weeks. Terms of position and definite comparison were 
best understood and seemed to occur usually in relation 
to the child himself. 
3/ 
Hi.ldreth- states that: 
"Child interest is an indicator of number 
readiness. The mature child virtually demands to 
be taught arithmetic through asking ceaseless 
questions about arithmetic." 
4/ 
Readiness is described by Brueckner and Grossnickle-
as stage one of five developmental levels in arithmetic. 
The stage of which readiness for formal number work is 
l/Wi111.an H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Arithmetic 
Appleton-Century Crofts, 1944, pp. 158-159. 
·2/Eileen Clark, "Number E~eriences of Three Year Olds," 
Childhc>od Education, ~.,26;·J.e~·~ pp. 247-50. 
3/Gertrude Hildreth, Readiness for School Beginners. 
World Book Company, New York. 1950, p. 34. · 
4/Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, Making 
Arithmetic Meaningful. Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co. 
1953, p. 110. 
I 
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attained. 
able variety of simple quantitative concepts and a small 
quantitative vocabulary through incidental contact with 
I 
numbers in his daily informal experiences, and through 
guided experiences and training in school that promote 
number readiness. 
1/ 
In Rosenquist- opinion, arithmetical readiness is a 
series of readinesses each of which prepares the child for 
a specific learning. 
2/ 
Dean- points out that physical and mental maturity 
are elements contributing to readiness. She states that a 
child i.s always ready for some type of number work. 
3/ ' 
Brownell- definitely favors a systematic program in 
arithmetic beginning in grade one. He feels that the duty 
of extending and enriching children's number experiences is 
and should be the function of primary teachers. 
From these writers and their different views, we are 
convinc:ed that children come to school ready for arith-
metic tnstruction and that such arithmetic should be pre-
ceded by a syst~matic well planned readiness program. The 
1/Lucy Lynde Rosenquist, Young Children Learn to Use 
Arithm~, (Boston: Ginn & Co. 1949) p. 32. 
2/Edwina Deans, "The Contribution of Grouping to Number 
Development," Childhood Education XVIII (March 1951) 
pp. 307-310. 
3/BroWtlell, op. cit., p. 63. 
I' 
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teacher must set up experience situations for the child 
since he cannot and does not discover these needs or exper-
iences alone. 
3. Testing in Relation to Readiness 
If we are to plan a systematic program in arithmetic 
in the primary grades to meet the objectives of a modern 
curriculum, it is essential that we provide for individual 
differences. Evaluations can guide teaching when they 
furnish diagnosis of specific strength and weaknesses in 
the pupil's achievement of capacities. The teacher -.ea!l 
thea seek either to eliminate the weakness by using special 
teaching methods and emphasize or to circumvent them by 
directing learning toward areas where the pupils' efforts 
will be more fruitful. 
In the first years of school pupils' progress is 
evaluated through simple informal tests and exercises in-
volving specific skills and understandings and through 
teache1~ observations of the pupils' work or activities in 
the classroom. 
1/ 
Gl::een and Jorgenson- say that: 
"Tests are exceedingly useful means to a most 
important end -- the improvement of the conditions 
under which teachers teach and children learn." 
1/Harry A. Green and Albert N. Jorgenson, The Use of 
rnterEretation of Educational Tests. Longmans Green Co., 
New York. 1928, p. 39. 
i: 
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1/ 
B~ownell- defines an inventory test as an evaluation 
most practicably undertaken 
(a) through testing programs in text books and manuals (b) specially prepared tests constructed according to 
the local course of study, 
(c) through observation. 
2/ 
Spitzer- maintains that the inventory test provides 
an excellent introduction to what should be reviewed at the 
3/ 
beginning of the year. Spitzer- also agrees that evalua-
tion is extremely important in guiding the pupil. 
The many transient pupils which we have today, and the 
great variance in courses of study are only two of the 
reasons for the real need of inventory tests. The growing 
system of social promotion also causes wide variation in 
abilities within the classroom. A definite decline in 
ability over the summer vacation is another reason. 
4/ 
Remmers and Gage- suggest that a pre-test may be 
used to discover the achievement of instructional objectives 
1/Brownell, op. cit., p. 245. 
2/Herbert F. Spitzer, "The Teaching of Arithmetic. Second 
Edition, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1954), p. 352. 
3/Herbert F. Sfritzer, "Evaluating the Outcomes of Instructio 
in Arithmetic, ' The Elementary School JournaL (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, Sept. 1948), p. 21. 
4/H.H. Remmers and N.L. Gage, Educational Measurements and 
Evaluation, (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943), p. 491. 
17 
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which the pupils already possess. The results of these 
tests can be used to plan the instructional program. 
Commercial in~entory tests and other standard arith-
metic measures begin largely with grade three. N&t only 
is thex·e a lack of inventory· material available for the 
beginning of grade two, b.ttl:!t:.'te·.eu:ilttlre field of evaluation in 
arithmetic is still emphasizing mathematical computation. 
The tests measure a child's ability to give the numerical 
answer without consideration to the thought-process in-
volved in getting the answer or whether the answer has 
any meaning or not. 
1/ 
Sueltz, Boynton and Sauble- in a survey of evaluation 
practices found that out of the twenty-seven studies ex-
amined, only eight showed that the author was really trying 
to measure beyond.the traditional scope of computation and 
problem solving. 
2/ 
Woody- gave an inventory test to determine the 
arithmetic background of young children before the introduc-
tion of: formal instruction in arithmetic. His conclusions 
follow: 
l[B.O. Sueltz, H.Boynton and I.Sauble, 'The Measurement of 
Understanding in Elementary School MatbeniatTc-8' -:r·-'flie' E''orty-
Fifth Yearbook of the National of 
Education, Part , C ~cago: ress, 
1946) pp. 138-156. 
II 
I 
I' 
2/Clifford Woody, "The Arithmetic Background of Young 
Children," Journal of Educational Research XXIV, Oct. 1931, ' pp. 188-201. 
I 
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1. Children possess much ability in the elementary 
process of arithmetic even before the time of 
beginning formal instruction. 
2. The knowledge possessed is not limited to count-
ing and adding simple combinations, but includes 
an elementary knowledge of fractions, United 
States money, units of various types of measure-
ments, and understanding of the processes used 
in simple verbal problems. 
3. Extended inventory tests designed to show not 
only goals but also methods employed in attain-
ing goals should be given before beginning formal 
instruction, if it is to be adapted to individual 
needs. 
' 4. Methods of attaining the solution must be con-
sidered in interpreting the significance of a 
given attainment. 
5. A small but persistent tendency exists for boys 
to make a slightly greater percentage of correct 
responses than girls. . 
Teachers generally recognize. the value of a good 
testing program. If ~ diagnosis is made at the beginning 
of the term the teacher can plan her work so that in the 
review each pupil will receive the amount and kind of 
instru<~tion he needs. In this way the teaching of the 
new material can be more readily related to the processes 
with which the pupil is already familiar. 
All inventory test is the most economical instrument 
used for evaluation. It wil1 insure correct placement of 
pupils. 
From the research studies we have seen evidence of 
the fact that true learning is a developmental process 
II 19 
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spread over a long period of time; that children in learn-
ing relate the new to something.already known; and that 
they attempt to put·sense into what they learn. All learn-
ing is based on experience. A prime objective of the 
teaching of arithmetic is to give t~e pupils those experi-
ences Which will contribute to a complete understanding of 
the concepts taught so that he will be able to use them in 
life situations. It is important that once their learning 
difficulties are located, children be given a chance to lea 
what they failed to understand <art;:didabt~iously learn well • 
20 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
1. Introduction 
The problem to be met in this study has two 
phases: 
(1) to construct a reliable inventory test to be 
used soon after the fall term begins, in 
determining what understandings and arith-
metical concepts are known by children of 
the second grades of a southern city. 
(2) to evaluate the results to be used as a guide 
in helping the teacher plan an arithmetic 
program to meet the individual needs in each 
classroom. 
2. Construction of the Test 
The test items were based on the suggested objectives 
for grade one, and some content areas of·grade two, as 
outlined in the State of North Carolina Bulletin -
Arithmetic 1-12, 1950, and paralleled by the Elementary 
Grade Guide for Promotion Standards, prepared by the 
Elementary Teachers and Supervisory Staff of Wilmington City 
-21-
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I. 
and New Hanover County Schools of Wilmington, North Carolina 
1955-56. Using these references as guides, the following 
objectives were set up: 
To measure the child's ability to: 
1. count and identify objects up to twenty and to 
associate these with number symbols. 
2. associate the printed number word with the cor-
responding number of objects and with the symbol 
up to and including ten. 
3. associate the symbol with the corresponding 
number of objects. 
4. recognize number coming before and number coming 
after a given number. 
5. ordinals -- first through fifth. 
6. reproduce number concept in response to spoken 
number name to and including sixty. 
7. number combinations with sums ~rrd.t£Jferenc:Q of 
six or less. 
8. understand differences in value, quantity and 
size, and select and use measures appropriate 
to use including: 
(a) telling time, half-hour, hour, year, week, 
day. 
(b) liquid measures, including half-pint, pint, 
quart. 
22 
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(c) linear measures including inch and foot. 
(d) money, including nickels, dime, half-dollars, 
dollar. 
9. divide objectives into halves. 
10. · understand terms of indefinite comparisons and 
position used in natural situations, including: 
large, larger, largest, - small, smaller, 
smallest, - high, higher, highest,-high - low, 
short - long - short, shorter, shortest, - few, 
more, - full, empty, -whole, hal£, - first, 
next, last, - under, over, above, below. 
11. using addition and subtraction in solving one-
step problems. 
3. The Testing Program 
The arithmetic inventory test consisted of 110 items, 
grouped into three sections. Of the 110 items, ten were 
sample items. The three tests were grouped into twelve 
sub-tests. Directions for 90 items were given orally. 
The children were required to do 18 items independently. 
These items were addition and subtraction with sums or 
1llif£ereti.aes:.Of six or less. The twelve sub-tests composed 
of 110 items, included one matching and two completion 
sub-tests. Three sub-tests involved writing numbers. All 
other tests in numbers were answered by drawing a circle 
!! 
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around the correct response. Because the test was not a 
speed ttest, the time allotment specified was merely sug-
gestive. The test booklet consisted of twelve pages and a 
coyer page with a profile. The test pages which were 
8~ by 11 were reproduced from a master copy run on a fluid· 
duplicator machine. A manual of directions for administer-
ing and scoring were devised for each teacher. 
On October 8, 1956, the arithmetic inventory test was 
given to 206 second grade children enrolled in Peabody 
Elementary School of Wilmington,· North Carolina. With the 
exception of a few children who entered from other towns 
or communi.ties, all the children attended Wilmington City 
or New Hanover County. Schools of Wilmington, North Carolina 
the previous year. Most of the children were seven years 
of age, with. the exception of a few who were at least six 
years and nine months of age. At the opening of school 
in September, the children were divided into six sections 
for instructional purposes -- four average and two l?elow 
average~. This grouping was done on the basis of the Otis 
Quick Test, administered in November of 1955. 
A Description of the Test 
Part I. Number Knowledge 
Part I, Number Knowledge: measures the child's 
knowledge of different types of counting. Sub-Test A tests 
I il I! 
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the child's ability to do rational counting using the visual 
method. Sub-test B tests the child's ability to recognize 
numbers in a group. Six items in sub-test B have to do 
with reproducing number concepts in response to spoken 
number names. Sub-test C includes twelve items which re-
quire the child to count the objects and write the number. 
Sub-test D tests the child's ability to associate the 
number word with pictures.. Sub-test E tests the child 1 s 
understanding of ordinals first through fifth. The child 
is asked to draw a line through the first airplane', the 
second chick, etc. 
Part II. Measurements and Vocabulary 
Sub-test A includes eight items.designed to test the 
child's ability to recognize halves. Sub-test B, this 
type of understanding is known as indefinite comparisons. 
Under this caption are included such terms as largest, 
shortest, longest, and others which children use to des-
cribe differences in size, number or amount. Directions 
to the child are: Draw a line through the largest house. 
Sub-test C continues indefinite comparisons with such 
terms as tallest, most, few, etc. The directions are the 
same. Sub-test D includes eight matching items associating 
the pht~ase with the answer, as in: A penny is 
-----
The phrase was read orally and the child drew a line to 
25 
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the answer on the opposite side of the page. 
Part III. Addition and Subtraction 
Sub-~est A. The child reproduces the number concept 
in response to the number name. This type of addition 
measures the child's ability to associate numbers symbol 
with the corresponding number of objects. The directions 
are given orally. Look at the ice cream cones. Draw 
enough ice cream cones to make six. Sub-test B, Problem-
Solvin&. The first seven items t~~t the childrs ability 
in quantitative thinking. The problem is read by the 
teacher, and the child responds by filling in the ·blank· 
with the right answer. "In the first picture are three 
cups. Three cups and how many cups are four cups?" Write 
the answer in the blank space. There are six items in 
sub-test B on computation. Sub-test C, Problem-Solving. 
The first four items are read orally. "Look at the chicks 
in the picture. Count them to yourself. Two chicks from 
four ch~cks are how many chicks? Write the answer under 
the example." The'last items in Sub-test Care on computa-
tion. The children wrote the answer under the example. 
A copy of the test with the directions for administer-
ing and scoring may be found in the appendix. 
The data were analyzed. and the results are presented 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The primary purpose of this study was to construct 
and use an inventory test to measure the concepts and 
unders1:andings in arithmetic possessed by children enter-
ing se<~ond grade in a city system in a southern state. 
~1e data were analyzed to discover: 
1.. Percent of correct responses for each test item~ 
2.. Mean score for complete test of total population. 
3. A comparison of mean scores by intelligence 
groups. 
Table 1 presents the percent of correct responses 
for each test item. Items 1-5 dealing with rote counting, 
reveal1ed that all children have adequate backgrounds. 
Sub-test B, testing the child 1 s ability to reproduce number 
concepts in response to spoken number names, revealed a 
need for additional work. Items 15-25 in sub-test C re-
quiring the counting of objects, the children show a 
fair degree of mastery. Sub-test D1 associating number 
word with number of pictures have been mastered by most 
groups. 
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Table 1. Percent of Correct Responses 
for Each Test Item 
Item Numbers Correct Percentage 
Responses 
{l.J {;!) (3) 
1 200 97 
2 199 96 .• 6 
3 196 95 
4 157 76 
5 198 96 
6 201 97.6 
7 182 88 
8 165 80 
9 130 63 
10 132 64 
11 138 67 
12 151 73 
13 55 26.7 
14 62 30 
15 191 92 
16 187 90 
17 184 89 
18 191 92.7 
19 173 84 
20 166 80.6 
21 69 33.5 
22 139 67 
23 186 90.3 
24 182 88 
25 185 99.8 
26 188 91 
27 181 87.9 
28 183 88.8 
29 179 86.9 
30 164 79.6 
31 183 88.8 
32 166 80.6 
. (continued on next page) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Item Numbers Correct Percentage 
Responses 
{l) {2) (3) 
33 175 85 
34 166 80.6 
35 150 72.8 
36 139 67 
37 176 85 
38 101 49 
39 165 80.1 
40 153 74 
41 157 76 
42 148 71.8 
43 178 86.4 
44 179 87 
45 187 90.7 
46 82 39.8 
47 73 35 
48 68 33 
49 106 51.5 
50 196 95 
51 188 91 
52 204 99 
53 201 97.6 
54 206 100 
55 205 99.5 
56 203 98.5 
57 203 98.5 
58 205 99.5 
59 201 97.6 
60 148 71.8 
61 204 99 
62 150 72.8 
63 127 61.7 
64 31 15 
65 66 32 
66 67 32.5 
67 91 44 
(concluded on next page) 
I 
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Table 1. (concluded) 
Item Numbers: Correct Percentage 
Responses 
(1) (ZJ (3) 
68 38 18.4 
69 25 12 
70 172 83.5 
71 165 80.1 
72 159 77 
73 163 79 
74 166 80.6 
75 155 70.4 
76 131 63.4 
77 116 . 56 
78 185 89.8 
79 86 41.7 
80 84 40.8 
81 58 28 
82 76 36 .. 9 
83 74 35.9 
84 57 27.7 
85 108 52 
86 94 45.6 
87 108 52.9 
88 106 51.5 
89 95 46 
90 105 51 
91 170 82.5 
92 162 78.6 
93 80 38.6 
94 26 12.6 
95 27 13 
96 29 14 
97 24 11.7 
98 21 10 
99 23 11 
100 18 8.7 
I 
II 
Ordinals need additional review as revealed in items 
34-42. 
p a r•:.t::; II measurements and vocabulary include 8 items 
recognizing halves, need additional review work as indicated 
by the low p~rcents in items 4-7. Items 8-11 indefinite 
comparison, have been mastered. Sub-test D including 8 
matching items in money value, telling time, days of the 
week and measurements, have a much lower percentage than 
the other items in sub~st D, which indicates the need for 
much review work. 
1"-la .. r.:::t;.: III addition and subtraction includes 9 items 
associating number symbol with the corresponding number 
of objects, received a fair degree of mastery. Items 10-15 
problem-solving, using addition, show a definite weakness. 
Computation in addition as shown in items 16-21 show an 
equal weakness. Items 22-24 problem-solving in subtraction 
indicate a need for much review. Items 16-21 computation 
in addition show an equal weakness, and as in addition, 
the con~utation using subtraction indicates a need for 
much review work. 
Table 2. Distribution of Scores 
Score Interval F 
{~) (2) 
95 - 100 2 
90 - 95 3 (concluded on next pa£e) 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
Score Interval 
(J.l 
ss 
- 90 
80 - 85 
75 - 80 
70 - 75 
65 - 70 
60 - 65 
55 - 60 
50 - 55 
45 - 50 
40 - 45 
35 - 40 
30 - 35 
25 - 30 
20 ... 25 
15 - 20 
N = 
Mean 66.6 
s. i:>. 13.8 
F 
(2) 
16 
19 
23 
25 
33 
25 
20 
15 
12 
7 
3 
0 
2 
0 
1 
206 
Table 2 shows the distribution, mean, and standard 
deviation for the whole population for the entire test. 
The scores ranged from 15 to 100 with a mean of 
66.6 
Table 3 shows the comparison of mean scores for the 
different intelligence levels. Of the 206 pupils, 7 
were above 110, and 12 below 70. These two groups were 
too small for comparison. 
ij 
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Table 3. Comparison of Mean Scores by Intelligence Groups 
i l 
Group No. ·Mean S.D. S.D.af M Diff S.E. Diff. C.R. 
(l) (2) {3) (4} C>J _iol J.]___}__ (~) 
90-110 73 76.5 11.104 1.30 
' 
9.29 1.81 5.13 
70- 90 114 67.6 13.427 1.26 
The mean for the group from 90 to 110 was 76.5 and 
for the group 70-90, 67.6. The difference of 9.29 was 
significant as shown by the critical ratio of 5.13. 
33 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An attthmetic inventory test was constructed to 
measure the arithmetical understandings and skills known 
by children entering second grade. The 110 test items, 
including 10 sample items, were based on the suggested 
objectives for gr~des one and two as outlined in the 
North Carolina Bulletin 1 - 12, 1950; paralleled by the 
Elementary Grade Guide for promotion Standards prepared 
by the Elementary Teachers and Supervisory Staff of 
Wilmington city and New Hanover County Schools of 
Wilmington, North Carolina, 1955-56. 
Tt1e test was administered to 206 children in the 
second grade in October, 1956. I.Q. was determined from 
the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test administered in 
March, 1956. 
It: may be concluded that, in general, 
1. The classes showed an adequate unde~standing of 
the following areas in which they made scores of 
70 and above. 
a. Counting and writing numbers 
b. Indefinite comparisons 
c. Ordinals 
d. Associating. number with objects 
• 
2. The following need additional teaching: 
a. Fractions of 1/2 and 1/3 
b. Problem-solving in both facts 
b. Computation in both facts 
d. Measurements on first grade level. 
The scores in these areas were lower than 50 per 
cent. 
3. Intelligence appears to be a factor. When means 
were compared the differences were statistically 
s~gnificant • 
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.APPENDIX 
ARITHMETIC INVENTORY TEST 
by 
To l3REV'iflliJGTON BRYJ\NT 
NAME ______________________________ ___ BeY GmL 
--- ----
AGE -.--...---(yeat•) 
DATE OF BlRTH GRADE --~-- SECTION (year) (month) (day) . ___ __,...... 
SCHOOL ------------- TEACIDm~-------~----­
COUNTY --------- STATE-:..-_ __, 
TEST l · BOSSIBLE SCORE PUPTI, SCORE 
Knowledge of Numbers 
TEST 2 
M.easurolllQlill.ts &, .VocnbuJ.n.ry ----
TEST 3 
Addii~ion & Subtraction 
TOT~~ SCORE • • • • • ~ • • t 
• 
I. PURPOSE: 
1. This test is designdd to measure the general aritbmetieal 
achievement of pupil~ on second grade leVPl vvith 2. 0 grade 
placement. 
11. PLAN FOR ANALYSIS: 
1. This test will be given at the beginning of the term. 
2. The norms of this test will co'f'er ~pproximately 200 
second grade pupils~ 
3. The items will vary from easy to difficult. 
4• The findings will be used to help determine a plan of 
instruction to meet the needs of all children in the 
classroom. 
111. DESCRIPTION OF TEST: 
1. This test was constructed with a view toward simplicity 
of adminstration, interpretation and scoring. 
2. This test is composed of three tests and three sittings: 
Test 1-.. The Number System 
Test 2- MeasUl~ements and Vocabulary 
Test 3- Adding and Substraction 
3. The items in this test were chosen to meet the general 
objectives of the State Course of Study, and the 1955-56 
lhementnry Teachers and S ..tpervisory S Jaff G.i,ade GUide of 
Wilmington City and Nevf Hanover County Schools of 
Wilmington, North Carolina. 
lV. LENGtH OF TESTING PERIOD: 
(a) First sitting 
Distribute b~oklets, pencils and cr~ons, reading 
directions etc. 
VI. 
• 
Test 1. Tho nnm.bor System. 
:·eints o£ soore 
.. ~ .. 11·· 
'4··-~c·· .1 ~· 1·""'··- _. .... .,_,_.f._·~n,~ t·' ·~· ,, .··,·.>'1 f·.C!.~.:..,'·· 1.4-.,....'>1 • ~·· .· • . .,_.- -'"'"-\.~W ~~;,., .... Uf,\-fU-.,~ VI,_._._, - --. 
1\ , ... ,..,. •• 11'"\#"l..., 
fA .-. ........... • ...... · 
..,.,. ...... 
.. ,i . '. ~· 
,. . .
- .. 
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8. .C-~.t the time of testing, the teacher should read the directions 
verbatim to the class. Give a.m.ple time to carry out directions, 
9. The directions for scoring accompany the keys whieh conta:in the 
corredt answers. The raw score for each test is number of 
right answers. The highest possible score ·will be 100 points, 
one point for each response. Check the answers from the key 
with the answers on the test. Mark the items that are -wrong 
with aa (x). Hark the items that are right with a ( 'v ). 
Please use colored marking pencil. 
Vll. FORMAT: 
(a) This test will be cut on a stencil for mimegraphing on 
paper (8~ X 11) and stapled together~ 
(b) The test will be read by the teacher, 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS 
Give each child a marker to lay under the row for which you are 
reading the directions. 
Procedures for following directions should be demonstrated on 
blackboard, 
Test 1- Recognizing Numbers 
Yve are going to play a game with numbers, Let's see how much :y;ou 
know about numbers.. How well you can read them and how well you can 
·write them, Listen very carefully. 
~ your booklets :-to ~ ~~l.. 
This page has some pictures and some numbers. Lets pl~ee the marker 
under the cups. Count the cups, yes, there are 7 cups.· Look at the 
numbers,. Which one is 7? Draw a blue ring around ·C.he 7. 
• 
,/ 
You are gob1g to courlt the other pictures to yourself and draw a 
ring ardund the right n~ber~ Place your marker uoder the flowers. 
Count the flowers to yourself arJd draw a ring around the nwilbe:t that 
tells how many flowers. Move your marker dovr.n to the next row. 
Count the dots, draw a :bing around the nUlll.ber that tells how many 
dots. On the sa.nJ.G lin.o are some rabbits. Count the rabbits, and 
draw a ring around the number that tells how many rabbits, Move 
your marker dovr.n to the last row. Count the blocks and draw a ring 
around the number that tells how Jllal'lS1' blocks. On the same row are 
some apples. Count the apples and draw a ring around the number that 
tolls how many apples. 
}!ow turn to p2go two of your booklet. Ple.ce your marker under 
the row of numbers that begin ·with the shoe. Look at all the numbers 
in this row·. Mark a blue cross on the number 5. 
Move your marker dovm to the row vri.th the loaf on it. Look at 
the large numbers in this row. Mark a blue cross on the number 19. 
Move your mc.rl::er dmm to the row of numbers· with the water .. pit ... · 
cher on it, Look at the numbers in this row. Hark a blue cross on 
the number 30, 
Move your marker to the next row. Listen carefully. 
write the number that I s:ey. Put your finger on the house • 
You are to 
On the 
line in the ~pty space beside the house vvrite the number 50. Put your 
finger on the bird. On the line in the em9ty space beside the bird 
write the number 44. 
Move your mcrl::or down to the next row. Put your finger on the 
heart. On the line in the empty space beside the heart write tho 
• 
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number 56. Put your finger on the bottle. On the line in the empty 
space beside the bottle write the number 63. 
Lay your marker on the last line. Put your finger on the ball. 
Listen carefully. \ilhen I sa:y ;, 10, 15, 20, What l?-umber should I say 
next? Write tho number on the line after the ball. Put your finger 
on the star. Listen carefully, 1~en I s~ 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, ·~mat 
number comes next? Write the number on the line in the empty space 
beside the star~ 
Now turn your bool(Lets to page three. Here are some Pictures 
for you to count. Look at the stars on the first row. How many do 
you see?· Yes, 7. Write the number 7 on the line with the stars~ 
On the same line are sano bells. Count them to yourself and -write the 
number that tells how many bells on the line. 
Move your marker dorm to the next row. Look at the oranges. 
Count them to yourself. Write the number that tells how many oranges 
on the line. There is a birthday cake on the same row. There are 
some candles on the cake. Count tho candles. Write tho number that 
tells how many candles on the line. Move your marker down to the 
next row. Look at the butterflies. Count them to yourself. Write 
the number that tells how many butterflies.on the line. T~ere are 
some balls on the same row, Count the balls to yourself. Write 
the number that tells how ma.ey balls on the line • 
Mov·e your marker do:m1 to the next row. Look at the ffiittens. 
Count them to yourself. Write the number that tells how many mittens 
on the line, There arc some blocks on the same row. Count tho blocks 
to yourself. Write tho number that tells how many block.! on tho line.. 
• ., 
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Where are some rocking chairs on tho same row4 Count the rocking '1 
chairs. Write the number that tells how many rocking chairs on the 
line • 
Move you:" mnrkGr down to tho last row. Look at the flowers • 
Count them to youx•solf. 17rite the number that toll how many on 
the line• Thoro arc some milk bottles on the same row. Count tho 
bottles. Write the numbers that tells how many on tho line. 
Now turn your booklets to page four. Here are some m.ore pic-
turos, numbers, and words. 
Place your marker under tho row with the )ennios. Count the 
pennies. Yos 51 throe is right. Vfhich word on tho same row tells 
how many? Draw a rine around tho ViOrd three. 
:Move your marker down to next row. Count the chicks ·to::y-ourself and 
draw a ring around the number word/ that tolls how many chicks. On 
the same row are somes birds. Count tho birds and draw a ring 
around ·t;ho number that tolls how many birds. 
Move your marker to the next row. Count the airplanes and 
draw a 1~ing around tho number word that tells how many airplanes. 
On tho same row arc some books. Count tho books and draw a ring 
around 1:.ho number word t.hat tolls· libvJ many books. · 
Move your marker to tho next row. Count the ducks and draw a 
ring around tho number -word that tells how many ducks. On the same 
row nrc somo tents. Count tho tho tonts and draw a ring around the 
number word that tolls how many tents. 
Move your marker down to tho last row. Count the apples and 
draw a :ring around tho number word that tells how many apples. 
s 
On the soma row arc some top~. Count tho tops and draw a ring 
around the number word that te~ls how many tops. 
Now turn your booldets to page five. Hero nrc some more pic-:-
turcs. This time wo arc g~ing to usc those words• first, second, 
third, fourth, fifth, c.nd sixth, square_, circle, o.nd l.::tst. 
1• Place your marker under tho row of airplanes. Put o. blue cross 
lfke this x (demonstrate) on the l~st airplo.ne. 
2. Move your markel." under the row of chickena. Put a blue cross on 
the second chicken. 
3. Move your m2xkcr under the row of bolls. Put n blue cross on 
the fifth bello 
4• Move. your marker dorm to tho no:;_.'t row. Put a blue cl'QSS on tho 
first penny. No~ put a blue cross on the square on tho sruno row, 
5. Move your marker dmm to tho next row. Put a blue cross on tho 
second icc cream cone. Put a blue cross on tho·circlo on the 
same rowo 
6. Move your ~arker dorm to the last row. Put a blue cnoss on the 
third glass,. Put a blue e:voss on tho f'c.:urth squc.re on tho same 
row, 
Test 2. 
Teacher demonstrate cxnrn.plcs of halves on the ~)oard. Turn your 
booklet to pcgo six. 
Here arc some pictures that have boon cut into two pieces. 
Look at. the four pictures on tho forst row, and sec if you can find 
the things that have boon cut into halves. Yes, tho apple and the 
banana,, Put a cross on those two pictures. 
lviovc your marker down to the next row of pictures. This is the 
picture of cnoosc. Look carefully at tho pictures. Put a cross on 
9 
the piece of cheese that has boon cut in half. 
Move your marker down to the next row of pictures. Tho pies have 
been cut.~ Put a cross on the pie that has been cut in half. Put a 
cross on the bC"'t·tlo that is half full of milk, Move your Iilo.kor down 
to tho next row. Pu·t; crosses on !lruJ of tho pennies. Now put a 
cross. on .the. glo:::k ·:,hat says hat£ pASs o-igllt o 1 clocl{. 
Move your marker to the next row• Put crosses on half of the 
eggs. Now dra:vv n. line on the glasses to show whore the oilk would 
come if tho glasses were half full. 
Now 'Gurn yo~ booklets over to page 7. I want to see if you 
know what these words moan: 
Place your narker under tho row.W1th the throe houses on it. 
Mark a blue cross on the smallest house. 
Place your mnrlccr on tho row with the throe bears on it .. · Mark 
a blue cross on tho ln.rgcst boar. 
Place your marker under the row with the throe animal.,.. All 
of them have tails. I want you ~O-·put blue cross· on'·tho a.nil'Il&l 
with the longest tail. 
Place your m~kcr under tho row vvith tho candy stic!:s. Mark a 
blue cross on the shortest candy stick •• 
Now turn your booklets to page eight. On tho next )ago is tho 
picture of two boys. Do they look alike? How do thcr,r differ? Yes~ 
One is ~1hort and the other one is tall. Put a blr."J cross on~·the 
tall boy. 
• 
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Move your mexker dovm to tho next row. Look at tho two trees. 
Put a blue cross on Jc,hc short tree, On the same row arc two.laddors• 
Put a cross on tho tall ladder. 
Move your marker down to tho next row. Lool;: --'-t. tho t-wo flags. 
Put a blue cross on the short flag. 0n t'hc same row arc tvvo girls. 
One girl has short hQir and the other girl has long hair. Put a 
cross on the girl vci.th the long hair. 
Move your marker down to the next row. Look at the two chairs. 
Put a blue cross on tho small chair. On tho seme row arc two boxes 
vdth egg in thQm. Put a blue on the l:ox vd.th loss eggs in it. 
;Move your narlwr to the last row. Look at tho trro milk bottles. 
Put a blue cross on tho nilk bottle thut will hold the most milk. 
On the same line arc two thermometers. Thermoocters arc used to tell 
how hot or cold the weather is. Put a blue cross on tho thermometer 
that tolls· -tho. hotte-st ·weather. 
Now turn your l)ooklcts to page nine. (Demonstrate on the black-
board). Here arc two groups of words that have the same meaning. 
You arc to read cmd m<:ttch from loft to right. Road the words in 
the first block. How mmh is a penny? Yes, one cont. Now look on 
the right. side and find one oont. '.hare 'is .o. line from lof"t! to rtght 
Now road tho uords in both blocks - they moon tho same thing- a penny 
is one cont • 
hlove down to tho ne:xt block. Road - A nicklo is --------·• 
Look tothe right end find tho words to match. Dran a line from left to 
right to find: tho words that moan tho same thing. 
Uov-e dovm to the next row. Rend - A dozen is ---------• 
Look to the right und find the words that tolls how much a dozen is. 
Y~o do\vn to tho next row. Road - A week ie~------------------• 
Look to tho right o.nd find tho words the.t toll . how ll1BI:W days in a 
wook. 
Move down to:thc next row. Road- A clock has 
-------· 
Look to the right and find the words that tolls something a. clock has. 
Move do'Wil. to tho nro...'i. row. Road - A dime is ---------• 
Look tot he right and find tho VI'Ords that tell hovr much money in a 
dime. 
Movo down to the next row. ae~:d - A foot is 
---------------· 
Look to tho right and find the words that toll hon many inches in a foot. 
liovo down to tho last row. Road - Two ~Jints -----------• 
Look on the right and find the words that tell how much miJJ< in two 
pints. 
Now turn your booklets to page ten. 
TEST 3. On this pngc some of tho pictures have boon loft off. 
Plaeo your marker under the row with the icc cream cones. Thoro 
arc four icc croem cones. How· many more would you need to have five? 
Yes, one. Four and on.c nro five. Draw tho once icc cream cone borido 
the others~ On the same row in the next block is tho picture o! some 
eggs. Look at the eggs. Count thCIIl to yourself. Draw· some more eggs 
in the box to mcl<c ton~oggs. 
Move your maker down to tho next row. Look at the cookies. Count 
them to yourself. Dran some more cookies to make nine in tho box. 
On the same row is the picture of some hearts. Look at tho hearts. 
Oount them to yourself• Draw some more ho2rts in tho box to make nino~ 
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1iove your marker dc-•n to tho next r.ow,.., Look at the bnllons. 
Count them. Draw some more bol.loons ih the box to make eight. On tho 
same row is the picture of some apples. Look at the apples. Count 
them to yourself. Draw enough apples in the box to ):Il.D.ke eight. 
Move your marker dmm to the next row, Look at ·bhc balls • 
Count them to yourself. j)ro.w some more balls in tho box to make nine, 
On the snmo row is the ~icture of same flags, Look o.t the Uags. c 
C Junt them to yourself • Draw enough Uags in tho box to make seven. 
Move your marker to the last row, Look c.t the crosses. Sount ·:· 
them to yourself. DrmY some more crosses in tho box to make twenty-
one. ri..:-unt tho banvnas. Draw som.o mora bananas t.o mclw four in the 
block. 
Now ijurn your booklets to page cloven 
Look at tho row of cupe.. rount them. 3 and how mruw more arc 
4? Yos, 1. Write 1 in tho blank space. Now read tho sentence, 
Now you.ara going to do-tho other answers. Look o.t tho row of 
jars. Count the j .::'.l"S. "Vi rite tho number you need to make 6 jars in 
the blaru~ space. 
Look at the row of tops. e- ount tho tops. ~rH.o tho number you 
need to make 7 tops in the blank space, 
Look at the girls. Count the the girls. ;r;;;ite tho number you \ 
need to .make 8 girls in·the blank s)ace. 
' Look at tho row of trees, Count the trees. ~rite the number you 
heed to make 5 trees in the blank spa.co. 
r 
Look at the row of heC>.rts. There is a blank in front of the hearts 
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for your answer. Oount your hear-ts and wite the number you need to 
make 6 hearts. 
Look ut tho row of balli Count tho balls. Write tho t1U.l1lborr;yo~ need 
to make 9 b•:lls in tho· blc.nk space. 
Down to tho bottom rxo some examples. You e.ro to put an answer 
under each line where the dot is. Rc..-.d the first cxe.mplc. W~1at kind 
of sign is that? Docs your answer got l~rgcr or smnller when you add? 
'J.'ho first answer has boon done for you,. You do the others. ( Give 2 
minutes), 
Now turn your booklet to page lZ. 
Domonstrato ~ sign on board. 
Look c.t the row of goose. How many do you sec? Yes, four. 
Road tho sentence. Put a cross on two goose. l~ow how many geese arc 
left? Put your answer under tho line whore the numbers aro. 
Look at tho b~lls. Road tho sentence. Put a cross on two balls. 
Write tho answer under tho line that tells how llk'1.11Y G.11 G loft, 
Look at tho cans, Road tho sontonoc. Put a cross on one can. 
Write tho ansvvcl:' on tho line that tells how many cans loft. 
Look at tho upplos. Road tho sentence. Put a cross on throe 
apples. Write the answer on tho line that tolls how many apples 
arc loft. 
Down to tho bottom ere some examples. You nrc to put an answor 
under each line nhore tho dot is. 
Hh:::.t docs tho sign mot:'..n? Docs ;~.rour answer got larger or sl}lallor 
when you subtract? Tho first answer hr.s been done for you. Nvw you 
do the others. ((J.ivo 2 minutes). 
• 
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